PHONONIC CRYSTALS e.g. ordered arrays of mm-sized beads in a liquid or solid matrix Þ acoustic and elastic analogues of photonic crystals.
Why study phononic crystals?
• richer physics?
•scattering contrast Û ® may be easier to achieve complete spectral gaps •longitudinal + transverse modes Þ novel wave phenomena?
• ultrasonic techniques have some advantages
•measure the field not the intensity •pulsed techniques are easy
• good theory is available -e.g. Multiple Scattering Theory for elastic and acoustic waves. [Kafesaki and Economou, PRB 60, 11993 (1999) ; Liu et al. PRB 62, 2446 (2000 ; Psarobas et al., Phys. Rev. B 62, 278 (2000)] • relatively few experiments have been performed on 3D systems (unlike 2D).
•new applications?
Questions:
• Can complete spectral gaps be readily achieved?
• How do waves travel through phononic band gaps? No propagating mode ® Tunneling? How long does it take?
• Can phononic crystals be used to focus ultrasound?
Our 3D Phononic Crystals:
Close-packed periodic arrays of spherical beads surrounded by a liquid or solid matrix:
• hcp arrays of stainless steel balls in water
• fcc arrays of tungsten carbide balls in water
• fcc arrays of tungsten carbide beads in epoxy
For all these crystals:
• very high contrast scatterers Z ball /Z matrix ~ 30 to 60
• very monodisperse spheres: diameter d = 0.800 ± 0.0006 mm
• very high quality crystals:
produced by a manual assembly technique using a hexagonal template. phase velocity:
group velocity: v g (w) = L/t peak (t peak = peak delay time) transmission coefficient: Transmission:
calculate the transmission through a multi-layer sample with thickness L using a layer MST. Frequency dependence of the group velocity for a 5-layer sample. 
where L is the thickness, a is the coupling coefficient, t a and l a are the tunneling time and tunneling length, v b is the group velocity of the propagating mode and l b is its decay length. The effect of absorption: Fits of the two-modes model to 1 D theory and to our data for 3 D phononic crystals (dashed curves). 
Barrier: Both phase and group velocities increase with L.
Band gap: Group velocity increases while the phase velocity is constant.
Schrodinger equ.
Boundary conditions Some general points about pulse propagation in dispersive media:
Incident pulse at x = 0 ® Fourier transform:
Pulse after traveling a distance x extinction length, group velocity dispersion (GVD) 
Pulse at (x,t) becomes Good approximation, so long as the pulse bandwidth is sufficiently narrow that:
• higher order terms in k(w) expansion are negligible • frequency dependence of l e is not important. Pulse broadening (a) just above the band gap, (b) in the middle of the gap and (c) just below the band gap (bandwidth 0.02 MHz). Þ Very weak dispersion in the gap, despite very strong scattering and a large variation in v p with w.
